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This Supplemental Information appendix expands on the discussion of energy challenges in Chapter 1 of the
Quadrennial Technology Review 2015 (QTR).1 Issues explored here include: (1) how energy use impacts U.S.
and global energy security, economic vitality, and environmental quality; (2) the time required to conduct the
Research, Development, Demonstration, and Deployment (RDD&D) of and transition existing and new capital
stock to energy systems that are secure, economic, and clean;2 and (3) public and private roles in conducting
this RDD&D. These are detailed in the three main sections below.
As discussed in the QTR and its Technology Assessments and Supplemental Information appendices, energy
technologies are entering a period of dramatic change due to such factors as: increasing attention to energy
system design and system dynamics; transitioning from analog to digital communications and control
technologies; and after decades of development, new clean energy supply and end-use technologies are
becoming more cost-competitive and entering energy markets at scale. These fortuitous factors can help enable
a more rapid response to U.S. and global energy challenges.
Clean energy supply and end use energy technologies entering the market today can do much to address
U.S. and global energy-related challenges, and continuing the evolutionary development and scaling up the
deployment of these technologies is critical for their continued cost reductions. Yet these changes alone are
not sufficient to meet today’s energy challenges. Substantial further improvements are needed in the cost and
performance of key energy technologies to accelerate, broaden, deepen, and strengthen their ability to meet U.S.
energy challenges.
Mechanisms for accelerating RDD&D are needed to reduce the costs and risks of this transition to clean energy
systems. Addressing these issues within resource constraints also encourages ongoing evaluation of appropriate
public and private roles, and identification of opportunities to leverage scarce resources.

Security, Economic, and Environmental Challenges of Conventional
Energy Use
The national energy enterprise has served the U.S. well in many ways, driving unprecedented economic growth
and prosperity and supporting our national security. To maintain U.S. energy security requires reducing the
risks of physical and cyber attack, improving system resilience, and reducing the risks of dependence on
uncertain sources of energy commodities, critical materials, and capital equipment. Maintaining U.S. economic
security requires further reductions in vulnerability to economic shocks of energy price volatility. Energy
systems will also need to further reduce pollutants that impact human health and the environment, including
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions that impact global climate change and ocean acidification. These require
a transition to energy systems and technologies that significantly address all these needs—energy security,
economic vitality, and environmental quality—simultaneously while providing better energy services.
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Security Challenges
Energy-related threats to national security can broadly be categorized as physical, cyber, economic, and
conflict-related, though many of these are inter-related and, in some cases, linked with economic and
environmental challenges. Fuel and material supplies—such as critical materials and oil—impact several of
these issues, particularly physical and economic threats.
Physical security threats are generally related to potential damage to energy infrastructure.3 Infrastructure
systems of concern include: electricity generation, transmission, and distribution; natural gas and oil pipelines
and storage; railroads for coal and crude oil shipments; marine systems; and energy-linked water supply,
treatment, and distribution.4 Damage to these systems could be caused by extreme weather, natural hazards
such as earthquakes, or malicious actors5 (domestic or foreign, state- or non-state-sponsored). Extreme weather,
increasingly impacted by climate change, poses growing risks to energy generation (e.g., shortages of water and
other resources) and energy infrastructure (e.g., due to heat, drought, or flooding, compounded by sea level rise
in coastal areas), as well as changing energy needs (seasonal energy demands and population changes across
regions).6 Storms such as hurricanes Katrina and Sandy, for example, have increased attention to issues such as
reliability and resiliency.7
A related energy security threat is the availability of energy supplies, particularly oil imports. Oil imports have
long supply lines, price volatility, and geopolitical aspects that can impact physical and economic security. The
increase in Corporate Automobile Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards and increased domestic production of oil
from unconventional sources such as shale are significantly reducing U.S. oil imports. This proportionately
reduces U.S. vulnerability to oil disruptions and price spikes. Figure 1, below, shows: (a) sources of U.S. oil
supplies; (b) oil use by sector; and (c) the past and projected changes in overall oil supply and demand from
1950 to 2040. Yet even if the U.S. were completely self-sufficient in oil production, U.S. oil prices would still be
linked to global oil prices because oil is a globally traded commodity. Although oil prices have recently been low
(2015-2016), global pressures on oil are expected to increase in the longer term, as indicated by the growth of
overall energy use shown in QTR Figure 1.5. The development of new supplies has largely kept up with demand
in the past (sometimes with lags and price volatility), but increasingly is tapping more challenging resources,
such as deep offshore, tar sands, and oil shales.8
Cyber security vulnerabilities are generally related to the compromise of computer-based systems in their
various activities of data inputs and analysis, and their coordination and control of energy supply, delivery,
and end-use systems. Malicious actors (domestic or foreign, state- or non-state-sponsored) could introduce
malware through a variety of channels to disrupt the production, transmission, or distribution of energy. For
example, power outages in western Ukraine on December 23, 2015, have reportedly been attributed to a cyber
attack.10 The challenges of maintaining the integrity of these systems are related to the number of access points
to these systems, the need to validate and manage data inputs and responses, the need to monitor the systems
for intrusion, and the need to address other vulnerabilities. Private networks also face cybersecurity challenges
that increase with access to the Internet. The QTR provides additional information (e.g., see p. 38).
Economic security threats are related to price shocks and supply disruptions or vulnerabilities of energy
commodities, critical materials, and/or capital equipment, particularly when the supplies and sources are not
diversified. Globally traded energy commodities can be subject to rapid price swings as a result of a wide range
of geopolitical factors. Such energy price shocks have led to significant economic disruptions in the past.11 These
price shocks—both up and down—create uncertainty for energy-dependent businesses which, in turn, can
reduce investment and productivity. Additionally, the manufacturing of large energy infrastructure components
can be dependent on global supply chains that may be subject to long lead times, long-range shipping logistics,
price volatility, or availability. Major energy commodity or equipment suppliers could manipulate markets by
shifting output levels.
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Figure 1 (a) Sources of U.S. oil and liquid fuel supplies (not including liquefied petroleum gas) in 2015, with the sources of U.S. oil imports expanded; (b) U.S.
oil use by sector in 2013; and (c) U.S. domestic oil supply and demand from 1950 to 2040 as projected by the Energy Information Administration (EIA). Figure
1.c illustrates the dramatic recent and projected reduction in U.S. oil imports due to new CAFE standards for vehicles, and new U.S. domestic oil production
from unconventional supplies, showing the changes in EIA projections between 2007 and 2015. The actual domestic supply will depend on oil prices over
time and domestic production is currently challenged (in 2016) by low oil prices.9
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Critical materials enable important energy technology capabilities in, for example, high performance gas
turbines, high performance magnets used in important types of generators and motor drives, and many
others.12 A lack of domestic supply or trusted suppliers could expose economic vulnerabilities as new energy
systems that require particular critical materials significantly scale up their installations. Important efforts
related to critical materials include the Critical Materials Institute, an energy innovation hub now in place at
Ames National Lab.13
Conflict-related energy security threats include those that are linked to military or political unrest in locations
important to global energy commodities or equipment supplies.14 Unrest driven by poverty, corruption,
inadequate civil institutions, and other factors may be exacerbated by energy price increases or decreases,
crop failures, water shortages, or extreme weather. Increasing pressures from climate change—on water, food,
ecosystems, and others—have prompted the U.S. Department of Defense15 to identify climate change as a
potentially serious risk that could contribute to political instability, as has the State Department.16 The same
has been found by the United Kingdom and others.17 The Syrian uprising beginning in 2011 was influenced by
many factors, one of which was the most severe drought on record.18 For the period 1980-2010, a recent study
found a “coincidence rate of 9% regarding armed-conflict outbreak and disaster occurrence such as heat waves
or droughts”, and that “about 23% of conflict outbreaks in ethnically highly fractionalized countries robustly
coincide with climate calamities.”19 Some studies have also linked conflict with high temperatures.20 More
broadly, there is a need in developing countries for access to modern energy systems and supplies at reasonable
prices to help enable economic development, without which there can be social and political stress.
Many issues are raised by these energy security challenges, including: how to reduce the risk of disruption
of global energy supplies; how to develop a diversity of suppliers—particularly with trusted sources; how to
reduce dependence on foreign supplies of energy; how to increase system robustness and resilience to physical
or cyber attack, or to extreme weather or other natural disasters; and more. Similar issues arise in connection
with critical materials as well as key energy technologies. To help respond to these challenges energy science
and technology RDD&D is needed on: electricity grid and power supply technologies; advanced fuel and
transportation technologies; high efficiency end-use technologies in the buildings and industry sectors;
computational methods for the development of advanced materials; and more, as detailed throughout the QTR
and its appendices.

Economic Challenges
Energy plays a central role in the U.S. economy, enabling electric power, manufacturing, transport, buildings
services, communications, and more. The total cost of energy supplies to end users in the U.S. was roughly
$1.2 trillion in 2010,21 or about 8% of total GDP; this does not include many of the large expenditures on the
equipment and systems in the buildings, industry, and transportation sectors22 that use this energy, and it does
not fully include the externality costs of producing, transporting, and using this energy on human health, the
environment, or the global climate.
Energy Prices, Price Volatility, and Import Costs. The costs of energy are determined by a complex interplay
of the energy supplies available at a given price, the capital and operating costs of converting these supplies
into energy services, and the demand for these energy services. In general, demand for energy is often not
very sensitive to changes in the price of energy—over the short term. This can cause substantial changes—
volatility—in energy prices with small changes in supply. Factors as diverse as inventory adjustments,
economic activity, geopolitical events, natural disasters, and market speculation can drive volatility on various
timescales. This volatility complicates business planning, which could negatively impact the economy. Over the
longer term, higher prices can lead to competition among energy resources and services, opening markets to
alternatives (but the volatility of energy markets and the risk of lower prices may constrain investment). When
energy is produced domestically, price increases raise producer incomes at the expense of higher consumer
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expenditures for other goods and services; conversely, price decreases save consumers money, but at a cost to
domestic energy exploration and production companies and workers. For energy imports, price increases go to
external producers and can impact our national trade balance.
Over the past several decades, a boom-bust cycle has sometimes been observed in energy markets, particularly
oil. Higher energy prices encourage an investment boom in new production. As additional supplies become
available, prices can fall and lead to a bust in investment—potentially setting up the next round of higher prices.
For oil, recent sharp price drops occurred around 1986, 1997, 2008, and 2015.
Energy System Investments. Energy systems are generally capital intensive and have long lifetimes, so
they can be relatively inflexible in handling short term changes in the availability of energy supplies or
energy prices, contributing to energy price volatility. In the longer-term, however, RDD&D and the gradual
replacement of lower performance equipment, together with market responses and mode shifts, can moderate
price changes. For example, investments in hydraulic fracturing RDD&D have increased supply in a time
of high demand to reduce market prices for natural gas and oil; investments in technologies such as vehicle
fuel efficiency improvements can reduce fuel demand (see Figure 1.c), which would in turn reduce market
pressures on fuel prices. Such technology advances on both the supply and the demand sides can change energy
market conditions over the long term. Having a diversified portfolio comprised of different energy supply
and use technologies provides “options” value23 and can help hedge the risk of being dependent on a single
energy supply with potentially large swings in price or disruption of supply. For example, renewable energy
technologies that do not use fuel, such as wind and solar, can provide an important natural hedge against fuel
price volatility or overall escalation in fuel prices. Diversity also provides a broader spectrum of opportunities
for science and technology advances to improve energy technology performance. These considerations help
motivate a broad RDD&D portfolio, both to improve the likelihood that some RDD&D pathways are successful,
and also to build a portfolio of alternatives for deployment that have independent energy sources (see QTR
Chapter 10).
The high capital costs of new energy technologies generally require RDD&D to lower costs and/or improve
performance, manufacturing scale-up to capture economies of scale in producing the technology, and
substantial production over time to capture economies of learning for both the technology and in rationalizing
its supply chains (e.g., see QTR Section 1.4.4); together, these can drive sharp cost reductions in new
technologies. This is illustrated in Figure 2 which shows 40-90% cost reductions from 2008-2014 for solar
photovoltaic (PV) energy, wind energy, electric vehicle batteries, and LEDs.
Such cost reductions are particularly important for renewable technologies such as solar and wind energy,
which have no fuel costs but have relatively high capital costs due to the large area over which they collect
diffuse renewable energy and the correspondingly large amount of capital equipment. The upfront capital cost
for solar and wind energy systems is effectively paying for the equipment to collect “free” fuel over the lifetime
of the system. Although this front-loaded capital cost has often generated a substantial barrier to investment, it
also provides a strong hedge against the risk of future fuel price escalation that conventional technologies have
and can reduce the overall system sensitivity to volatility in the price of energy. On the demand side, increasing
energy efficiency provides protection against future energy price changes and reduces investment in upstream
energy supply equipment; for example, doubling efficiency reduces energy use by half with associated cost
benefits (not considering any possible rebound effect25), and also correspondingly reduces the impact of energy
price changes.
To the extent that advances in energy supply or end-use technologies reduce the future demand for
conventional fuels and power, this could moderate price increases—benefiting consumers but slowing
investment in new energy technologies, particularly those with higher initial costs. Lower prices may also
discourage investment in R&D, contrary to long-term strategic interests in energy R&D to help meet national
and global energy challenges.
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Figure 2 Cost reductions (vertical bars) and increased market penetration (orange lines) for: (a) utility-scale PV; (b) distributed PV systems; (c) onshore
wind turbines; (d) batteries for electric vehicles; (e) LED lighting; and (f) indexed cost reductions for these clean energy technologies, 2008-2014.24
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Figure 2, continued Cost reductions (vertical bars) and increased market penetration (orange lines) for: (a) utility-scale PV; (b) distributed PV systems; (c)
onshore wind turbines; (d) batteries for electric vehicles; (e) LED lighting; and (f) indexed cost reductions for these clean energy technologies, 2008-2014.24
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Disruption-related Costs: Outages of the aging U.S. electric power system can impose substantial economic
costs on the impacted customer as well as society-wide. A 2006 study by LBNL estimated that disruptions to
the U.S. electric power system cost roughly $80 billion per year due to normal weather events, trees falling,
equipment failures, and other such events.26 A more recent study put costs at $20-50 billion per year for
weather-related outages, with costs increasing over time; these do not include the damage from extreme
weather events such as Hurricane Katrina in 2005 or Hurricane Sandy in 2012.27 The Quadrennial Energy
Review found that widespread power outages due to severe weather cost “the U.S. Economy $18 billion to
$33 billion each year between 2003 and 2013.”28 Such costs will rise if climate change further drives increased
frequency and severity of extreme weather events (see section below on environmental challenges), if
maintenance lags infrastructure aging, or if grid modernization does not keep up with the challenges from new
requirements imposed by changing generation and end-use technologies and markets. Improvements in the
transmission and distribution system could reduce these costs.29 These issues indicate a growing challenge to
and need for modernization of the electric power system.
Infrastructure Costs: The American Society of Civil Engineers recently reported its analysis of the impact of
low levels of investment in infrastructure, finding substantial losses to the U.S. economy.30 The International
Energy Agency review of U.S. energy policy similarly identified a need for infrastructure investment.31 There
are also substantial costs associated with inadequate infrastructure for the transport of coal on railways and for
natural gas pipelines and storage; these are addressed in the 2015 Quadrennial Energy Review.32
Energy Imports. Oil (petroleum) accounts for most of the energy imported into the U.S.; expenditures for
energy imports go to external producers and can be a substantial component of the U.S. trade deficit. Net
petroleum imports cost the U.S. economy approximately $190 billion in 2014,33 nearly half our total trade
deficit. The increase in domestic production of oil cut imports in 2015, and together with the global slump in oil
prices, reduced the U.S. oil import bill to a still substantial $80 billion.34 These imports also impose additional
macroeconomic costs on our economy.35 Sharp oil price increases in the past have been important contributors
to U.S. recessions,36 and sharp oil price declines have impacted states and regions, as well as companies, that
receive substantial income from oil production.
Global Oil Markets. Over the next 20 years, the International Energy Agency projects that global oil demand
will continue to grow, but that production from currently-producing conventional oil fields will decline
sharply.37 Separately, the EIA reference case projects that global oil demand will increase from 93 million barrels
per day (MMBbl/d) in 2015 to 121 MMBbl/d in 2040.38 For the United States, however, the EIA projects that oil
demand will not grow at all, remaining at 2015 levels of 19.3 MMBbl/d (Figure 1.c). For U.S. oil supply, the 2015
EIA Annual Energy Outlook (AEO) projects a domestic production peak39 around 2020 in the reference case
but growing slowly at least to 2040 in the high oil supply scenario, although even then oil imports will continue
at a reduced level and U.S. oil prices will be tied to global prices.40 These projections depend on the ability of
R&D to keep production ahead of any decline in the quality of the remaining resource at a competitive price.
This could provide the opportunity for the U.S. to successfully develop and put into place technologies to more
efficiently refine, produce, and use petroleum, as well as reduce demand by transitioning to clean sustainable
alternatives. Alternative energy sources for vehicles include electricity or hydrogen that can be produced
without releasing CO2 into the atmosphere (although most current technology for electricity and hydrogen
production does generate CO2 emissions), that do not release polluting emissions when used in the vehicle, and
that reduce U.S. dependence on global transport fuel markets. These energy sources would also be particularly
useful as their prices are set domestically and can thus side-step the price volatility of current petroleum-based
fuels that are traded globally at prices tied to world markets.41
Technology advances. RDD&D can reduce costs and diversify energy supplies and end-use systems to help
address these economic challenges. On the supply side, one recent example is the set of technologies that enable
extraction of gas and oil at competitive prices from previously unrecoverable (shale and tight) reserves, thereby
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increasing domestic supplies of gas and oil—resulting in the highest domestic oil production in 3 decades.42
On the end-use side, examples include advances in engines and other vehicle technologies which maintain or
improve performance while increasing vehicle fuel economy, resulting in lower overall ownership costs.

Environmental Challenges
Energy production, delivery, and end use can impact human health, ecosystem health, the climate, land, water
quality and availability, and more through pathways such as the following:






Atmosphere. The atmosphere is impacted by: release of pollutants—such as sulfur oxides (SOx),
nitrogen oxides (NOx), particulate matter (PM), carbon monoxide (CO), volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), air toxics such as lead and mercury, and many others—and by release of greenhouse gases
(GHGs)—such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), black carbon (BC), and
fluorinated gases (e.g., refrigerants, certain industrial process gases, and others)—from energy supply
and use. In turn, chemical reactions among these can occur, such as between NOx and VOCs in sunlight
to produce ground-level ozone.
Water. Water resources can be impacted: by pollution—such as acid run-off from mining, deposition
of air pollutants, or absorption of CO2; by climate change; by thermal discharges—such as from power
plant cooling; by withdrawal of water from ground or surface sources; by physical disruption—such as
due to soil displacement, dams, infrastructure, and others; and by other impacts.
Land. Land resources can be impacted: by pollutants; by physical disruption due to fuel extraction or
production; by solid waste (coal ash, nuclear waste, etc.); by energy plant or infrastructure siting; and
others.

These pathways and their impacts—such as on human health, ecosystems, the environment, and global
climate—will be briefly summarized here in the context of energy systems and energy RDD&D. More extensive
literature on aspects of these issues is referenced in the endnotes.
Particular attention is given to GHGs, and particularly CO2, because the potential scale of their impacts are
much larger by several important measures than for other environmental challenges. The relatively long lifetime
in the atmosphere of CO2 results in its potential impact as a GHG scaling with its cumulative emissions over
time and its corresponding atmospheric concentrations.43 The planetary-wide scale of impacts from CO2 and
other GHGs impacts the global population to varying degrees. Many other (not all) environmental challenges
have relatively short lifetimes and thus scale linearly with emissions rates rather than with cumulative
emissions, and the populations impacted are those in the specific emissions plume rather than the global
community. This is the case for BC, which is a GHG with a short (a few weeks) atmospheric lifetime that
also has substantial human health impacts and regional impacts. Because of its short atmospheric lifetime,
reductions in BC emissions quickly reduce atmospheric concentrations, with benefits for both human health
and the climate.

Atmosphere
Emissions from energy-related activities are grouped here into two sets: (a) Pollutants such as SOx, NOx, PM
(which includes BC), VOCs, mercury, and others; and (b) GHGs such as CO2, CH4, N2O, BC, and fluorinated
gases, with a particular focus on CO2.44
Pollutant Emissions.45 Pollutants such as SOx, NOx, PM, VOCs, air toxics (mercury, etc.), and others are
released into the atmosphere by combustion of fossil fuels in power plants, vehicles, industry, and building
equipment, with the quantities of particular pollutants emitted varying by the fuel, the combustion process,
the emission controls in place, and other factors. The combustion of biomass, municipal solid wastes, and
other materials also generate polluting emissions. Numerous analyses have been done of the serious human
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health and other environmental impacts from these emissions, resulting in a number of actions to control
them. These include catalytic converters to control emissions from cars, flue gas desulfurization systems
(“scrubbers”) to control emissions from power plants, and thermal oxidizers used to control VOCs from certain
manufacturing operations. There remain substantial health and environmental costs. One analysis, published
in 2011, estimated economic damages at about $60 billion per year in 2002 from the utility sector due to
SO2, NOx, VOCs, NH3, PM2.5, and PM10-2.5, mostly due to coal-fired power plants.46 The National Academies
of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine’s National Research Council (NRC) found similar costs of about $60
billion for 2005 due to SO2, NOx, and PM.47 Some other studies incorporated a wider range of emissions and
damages and found higher values.48 The NRC study, for example, did not include toxics such as mercury which
bioaccumulates in the food chain and is a neurotoxin. Coal-fired power plant emissions are the major source of
mercury emissions within the United States and the Mercury and Air Toxics Standards are projected to reduce
power sector mercury emissions by approximately 75% when implemented, providing net benefits of $37 billion
to $90 billion per year.49 PM and NOx exposure have been found to contribute significantly to atherosclerosis
and heart disease.50 There are also studies beginning to explore such issues as the impacts of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAH) on children’s health.51 Conversely, studies of children in areas where air pollution has
been reduced have found improved health.52 Refineries also emit pollutants, including petroleum refineries53
as well as ethanol refineries54 which release ethanol, a VOC that can contribute to ground level ozone. Some
fuel efficient vehicle engines have also been implicated as increasing very small particulate emissions.55 And
geothermal energy systems can release pollutants such as hydrogen sulfide. There are, of course, varying
degrees of uncertainty around these estimates, as detailed in the references, due to the estimation of emissions,
populations and exposures, translation of exposures into mortality and morbidity rates, and conversion to
dollar values.
For energy RDD&D, these considerations motivate attention to emissions over the lifecycle of all energy
technologies, not just conventional energy operations but also including those assumed to be clean. These
considerations also motivate RDD&D on systems that can control these emissions or to develop alternatives
that do not lead to such emissions. An example in the electricity sector would be controlling emissions
from coal power plants such as by using advanced selective catalytic reduction or other technologies56 or
by avoiding such emissions by using nuclear or renewable power. An example in the transportation sector
would be controlling emissions from vehicle engines with advanced engine design or by avoiding such direct
emissions by using electric or hydrogen fuel cell vehicles. In all cases, controlling emissions is also needed in the
production of the materials used in the technologies through their recycling or final disposition.
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions.57 The greenhouse effect is the result of greenhouse gases (GHGs) in
the atmosphere such as CO2, CH4, BC, nitrous oxide (N2O), fluorinated gases, and others absorbing infrared
radiation that is leaving the earth’s surface and re-radiating some of it back towards earth, raising the
average surface temperature. This effect is readily measured in the laboratory and has been measured in the
atmosphere.58 CO2 is the principal control of this effect; water (H2O) is also an important contributor to such
radiative forcing but would quickly condense out of the atmosphere in the absence of CO2-driven warmth.59 The
greenhouse effect was first described by Joseph Fourier in 1824; the radiative properties of the most important
GHGs were first experimentally verified in the laboratory by John Tyndall in 1863; and the impact of increasing
GHGs in the atmosphere was first quantified by Svante Arrhenius in 1896.60 Without the greenhouse effect, the
average temperature of the Earth would be about 59°F (33°C) lower than it is and the earth would be largely
frozen.61
Mankind is increasing the greenhouse effect by the release of additional greenhouse gases (GHGs) above the
levels present before the industrial revolution; these GHGs result from the combustion of fossil fuels, cutting
down forests, and the degradation of soil on agricultural lands—all of which release CO2 to the atmosphere;
the release of methane from fossil energy operations and from agricultural activities, particularly from
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livestock; the release of synthetic fluorinated gases such as those used in air conditioning and refrigeration;
and other sources. CO2 emissions are the largest driver of climate change, accounting for about two-thirds
of total radiative forcing.62 The concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere has increased from about 280 parts
per million by volume (ppmv) during pre-industrial times to just over 400 ppmv today.63 Figure 3 shows the
change in atmospheric CO2 concentration over time and the corresponding average global temperature. U.S.
fossil fuel use currently results in about 5.4 billion metric tonnes (GT) of CO2 emitted to the atmosphere each
year for energy, non-energy (e.g. feedstocks), and manufacturing process-related emissions, such as those from
cement production. QTR figure 1.7 shows U.S. energy-related emissions of CO2 by source and sector. Methane
is the next largest radiative forcing GHG, accounting for about one-sixth of the total anthropogenic increase in
forcing; energy-related activities account for about one-fourth of global methane emissions and nearly half of
U.S. methane emissions.64 Annual and cumulative emissions by country can be found elsewhere.65
The signature of climate change from this increase in GHGs is already widely observed, including, for example:


higher atmospheric and oceanic temperatures;66



warmer nights, and reduced day-night temperature swings;67



warmer winters, and reduced winter-summer temperature swings;68





warmer lower atmosphere and cooler upper atmosphere temperatures, and reduced radiant heat
transfer to space,69 and
reduced sea ice and land ice.70

These observations from around the world document changes in the earth’s temperature and its distribution
that are the expected result of increased GHGs in the atmosphere.71
The increase in GHGs, particularly CO2, in the atmosphere is having a number of impacts, which will increase
with continued emissions of GHGs. These include the following:77
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Temperature increases. As noted above, atmospheric and oceanic temperature increases have been
extensively documented (See Figure 3).78 Increasing temperatures above a certain range reduce the
human ability to work outdoors,79 a particular challenge for many developing countries. This is expected
to impose a significant cost on national GDPs, both in developed and developing countries,80 and
increasing globalization can connect and enhance economic losses from heat stress-induced reductions
in productivity.81 Extreme heat (and humidity) due to continued business-as-usual carbon emissions
could challenge habitability in some regions,82 with portions of the Middle East and North Africa
at particular risk by mid-century.83 There is also a risk of feedback effects (e.g., an increase in solar
absorption resulting from reduced ice cover) that could further accelerate climate change. A number of
other potential feedback effects have been identified,84 as well as a number of potential “tipping” points
where abrupt changes in regional climate conditions could occur.85
Increased Drought in Many Areas; Heavier Precipitation in Others. As atmospheric concentrations
of greenhouse gases increase and temperatures rise, precipitation patterns will shift and evaporation
will increase, with the likely result that there will be increased drought in many subtropical and midlatitude regions, and increased wet conditions in some mid-latitude and many high latitude regions.86
For the United States, continued global emissions on the business-as-usual trajectory are projected
to lead to severe drought in the southwest U.S., beyond what has been seen in the past 1000 years.87
Figure 4 illustrates expected global changes from a compilation across 22 different climate models,
with the overall impact increasing over time with higher concentrations of GHGs in the atmosphere.
Groundwater will not likely be able to compensate for reduced precipitation, as it is already under stress
in many areas.88 Further, the observed melt of glaciers in the Himalayas, the Andes, and elsewhere, and
early melt and smaller snowpacks in many areas may reduce the availability of water in neighboring
agricultural areas during the summer. Other mechanisms will be needed to cope with this increasing
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Figure 3 (a) Global average atmospheric CO2 concentrations and temperature change since 1880.72 (b) Atmospheric CO2 concentrations from -800,000 BC to
the present, showing the sharp rise over the past 100 years to 400 ppmv at present (in red).73 For atmospheric CO2 concentrations since 1958, at Mauna Loa,
Hawaii, Observatory and elsewhere, and for global temperature maps, see references:74 Additional data can be found in the IPCC reports.75,76

a

b
Today

Pre-Industrial
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water stress, particularly for impacted lower-income regions in the world, many of which already face
serious water supply variability and risk.89 The UN has warned that the world could face a 40% shortfall
in water by 2030 unless there is a dramatic change in water use practices,90 and the World Bank has
warned of serious economic losses from water shortages driven by climate change.91




Agriculture Impacts. Higher temperatures and more extreme weather will generally lower agricultural
yields, and projected increases in drought (Figure 4) will also challenge agriculture in many areas.93
For some species, such as rice and soy, increases in atmospheric CO2 can make up for losses due to
higher temperatures for a range of conditions; for others, such as maize and wheat, both increased CO2
and temperature can reduce yields.94 Further, increasing atmospheric CO2 levels have been found to
reduce the nutritional value of C3 grains and legumes, although their yield and water use efficiency can
increase for a range of CO2 levels.95
Health Impacts. Potential human health impacts of global warming include heat stress, respiratory
disorders, increase in infections due to water and vector borne diseases, and others, as examined in
detail in the references.96

Extreme Weather Events. Increased atmospheric CO2 levels and consequent increased temperatures
have been observed and are expected to lead to more extremes in weather patterns.97 Higher
atmospheric and ocean temperatures fuel convection and provide increased energy and moisture,
resulting in more intense storms.98 Due to the rise in sea surface temperatures, the peak intensity
of storms such as tropical cyclones has been observed to move to higher latitudes, increasing their
impact on mid-latitude areas
and cities.99 The number of
92
Figure 4 Modeled changes in the Palmer Drought Severity Index on an annual basis for the world.
extremely hot days is projected
to increase over much of the
United States.100 Summer
temperatures are projected to
continue rising, and a reduction
of soil moisture, as projected for
much of the western and central
U.S. in summer, can amplify
heat waves.


Ecosystems Shift
Poleward. Higher atmospheric
temperatures will shift
ecosystem temperature zones
to higher latitudes, but many
species, such as trees and
the ecosystems that depend
on them, may not be able to
spread to these area sufficiently
rapidly to keep up with rising
temperatures and will face
extinction.101 Similar impacts
are observed in marine
ecosystems, which currently
face rising temperatures,
increasing acidification (see
below), reduced oxygen, and
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other stressors.102 It should be noted, however, that at present the largest drivers of biodiversity decline
overall are: the taking of animals faster than they can reproduce, and the taking of land they need to live
on for agriculture, livestock, or forestry (or of water bodies for aquaculture).103
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Sea Level Rise. Climate change impacts sea levels by raising ocean temperatures and thus causing
expansion of the water (observed ocean temperatures for the top 700 meters of ocean have warmed
about 0.17 °C [0.30 °F] since 1969104) and by raising atmospheric temperatures and thus increasing
melting of land-based ice. These are projected to result in a 0.5-1 meter rise in sea levels by 2100,
without considering large-scale loss of ice from Greenland or Antarctica.105 However, the geological
record indicates the potential for large increases in sea level.106 In Antarctica, ocean-grounded ice
shelves buttress and slow glacier movement into the oceans; higher ocean temperatures are now melting
these ocean-grounded ice sheets,107 reducing this barrier.108 Two recent independent studies reported
that the West Antarctic Ice Sheet may have entered irreversible collapse, which would result in more
than 4 meters of sea level rise if completed—in several hundred years or perhaps sooner.109 Recent
studies of the Totten glacier, which has the most rapidly thinning ice in East Antarctica, indicate a
potential for up to a 3.5 meter contribution to sea level rise110 and found that its geological record of
large-scale retreats indicate that it is more vulnerable to climate change than previously recognized.111
Other recent studies have found that the loss of ice from Greenland may be larger and more rapid than
expected.112 An analysis of the long term impacts (hundreds to a few thousand years when equilibrium
is reached), considering both the geological record and detailed modeling, estimated that historic
cumulative carbon emissions113 of about 500 GT up to the year 2000 have already committed the world
to a Global Mean Sea Level (GMSL) rise of about 1.7 meters (range 1.2-2.2 meters), while the release
of another roughly 500 GT would commit the Earth to a GMSL rise of about 9 meters in the long term
(with current emissions of 10 GT of carbon per year and growing, 500 more GT will be released before
2050).114 How much and how fast sea levels rise will determine how severe this challenge will be for
coastal cities115 and for other low lying areas, such as island nations, estuaries, and agricultural areas—
particularly during storm surge.116 There are large uncertainties around how much GMSL will rise—the
primary determinant of this will be how much CO2 is ultimately released into the atmosphere, as well as
how fast GMSL will rise.
Ocean Acidification and Warming. About a quarter of the CO2 that is released into the atmosphere
by burning fossil fuels is absorbed by the oceans on an annual basis;117 the fraction ultimately absorbed
by the ocean over time is much higher, perhaps 70-80% of total emissions.118 The increase in CO2 in the
oceans is making the oceans more acidic.119 So far, the surface levels of the ocean have become about
30% more acidic120 since the industrial revolution began121 and isotope measurements demonstrate
that the source of the CO2 is from fossil fuels.122 This increasing oceanic acidity is already impacting
ocean ecosystems.123 Figure 5 illustrates expected impacts for coral. If atmospheric CO2 levels continue
to climb from fossil fuel emissions, the result will be fundamental and long-term (thousands of years)
change124 in the chemistry of the oceans with severe impacts on ocean ecosystems. For example, in
areas with natural seeps of CO2 from volcanic activity similar to the concentrations expected from
anthropogenic climate change during this century on a business-as-usual trajectory, high biodiversity
coral reefs have been found to shift to macroalgae dominated areas.125 Further, increases in temperature
from climate change also challenge ocean ecosystems, including increasing coral bleaching. A 2°C
[3.6°F] temperature increase is itself likely to kill most coral reefs, and the impact of temperature
on coral is compounded by increased ocean acidification (although some types of coral are able to
withstand some acidification).126 Observed losses of the Great Barrier Reef are an early indicator
of the potential impact of warming and acidification.127 In addition, increased ocean temperatures
reduce ocean dissolved oxygen content and increase thermal stratification, leading to larger anoxic
dead zones.128 There is no agreed-upon approach to control ocean acidification other than controlling
atmospheric CO2 levels.129,130,131
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Figure 5 CO2-driven changes in ocean chemistry are damaging to many coral, shellfish, and other calcifying organisms. Atmospheric concentrations of CO2 in
ppmv are shown in the upper left of each panel—e.g. 280, 380, 450, …--and the area of the ocean with chemistry supportive of calcifying organisms is shown
in blue and decreasing as the atmospheric CO2 levels increase from the upper left panel to the lower right. The world is currently at just over 400 ppmv, and
on a business-as-usual trajectory, the world, will cross 450 ppmv in the early 2040s. The chemistry shown is for aragonite, a form of calcium carbonate often
used by calcifying organisms to create shells and skeletons. Areas indicated in shades of blue have sufficient aragonite for these species, but normal growth
becomes increasingly difficult in areas shaded in yellow and red. In areas where the aragonite saturation state is below 1, most exposed aragonite structures
will dissolve. However, the growth of calcifying organisms may decrease with declining saturation state, even if it remains above 1.132

Overall projected impacts at 1.5°C [2.7°F] and 2°C [3.6°F] temperature increases above pre-industrial levels
are examined by Schleussner, et al.133 Their review includes the increased probability of days with extreme
temperatures; the increase in extreme precipitation events; the share of tropical coral reefs at risk of long-term
degradation; the long-term global sea-level rise; the change in agricultural yields for corn, wheat, rice, and
soy in tropical areas; the impacts on ocean ecosystems, and others. The analysis indicates substantially greater
impacts at 2°C [3.6°F] than at 1.5°C [2.7°F] in most cases.
Energy Sector Impacts. The changes described above due to GHG emissions will impact energy systems in a
variety of ways, including the following:
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Increased temperatures. Higher average temperatures will reduce average space heating demands
while at the same time increasing the need for space cooling and hence summer electricity production.
Higher temperatures will also impact (generally reduce slightly) the performance of thermal power
plants and energy infrastructure. Warmer high-latitude temperatures are melting permafrost regions,
increasing the difficulty of extracting some energy resources, while longer periods of ice-free coasts in
the high latitudes are opening new areas for oil and gas exploration.134
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Increased drought. Changing rainfall patterns will require thermal power plants in many areas to
adjust to altered availability conditions for the water they rely on for cooling.135 Those same altered
hydrologic patterns will affect hydroelectric generation facilities. Bioenergy production will need to
adjust to altered weather patterns, particularly rainfall and soil moisture, and higher concentrations of
CO2.
Extreme weather events. Extreme weather poses substantial challenges to energy infrastructure.136

Sea level rise. Energy infrastructure located near coasts and in open water will be affected by rising sea
levels and more damage due to storm surge and more severe storms.137

As noted above, the potential impacts of CO2 as a GHG, in particular, scales with its cumulative emissions over
time and its resulting atmospheric concentrations, with corresponding impacts on the dimensions identified
above—higher temperatures, more extreme weather, ecosystem shifts, rising sea levels, ocean acidification,
and others. Many of these changes will be substantially irreversible for thousands of years, even after net CO2
emissions stop.138 This will require efforts to improve resiliency as well as adaptation.
Health Sector Benefits. Reducing GHG emissions can also benefit health both directly and by the co-benefits
of simultaneously reducing the emission of other pollutants. One study of the climate and health impacts that
would be associated with U.S. emissions reductions consistent with a 2°C [3.6°F] target, for example, estimated
roughly 175,000 premature deaths could be prevented by 2030;139 another study calculated global average
marginal co-benefits of avoided mortality from PM and ozone associated with carbon emissions of $50-380 per
tonne of CO2.140

Water
Energy-related environmental impacts on water include the following.








Pollutants. Pollutants entering water include: acids and toxins from deposition of air pollution,
described above, or CO2 absorption leading to acidification; acid run-off or other contamination from
energy resource extraction (e.g., mining) operations; release of coal ash or other materials from energy
operations; and others.141
Thermal. Thermal impacts include thermal discharges of waste heat into water bodies (such as from
power plants) and higher temperatures from climate change.
Water withdrawals. Water is withdrawn from surface or ground water for power plant cooling or other
energy operations. Cooling thermoelectric power plants accounts for about 38% of U.S. freshwater
withdrawals, most of which is returned to the water body, but at a higher temperature due to waste heat
discharges.142
Disruption. The construction and operation of hydropower reservoirs and other facilities can modify
the river or lake itself or otherwise disrupt it, change stream flows, or have other impacts.

All of these can impact aquatic life. Figure 5, for example, describes the impact of increasing atmospheric levels
of CO2 on coral, shellfish, and certain other sea life.

Land
Environmental impacts on land include:
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Pollutants. Pollutants impacting the land include: deposition of atmospheric pollutants or direct
discharge of pollutants from operations (e.g., coal ash);143
Disruption. Physical disruptions can result from fuel extraction/production or energy plant or
infrastructure siting. Physical disruption and related impacts on human health and the environment
can take many forms, from mountaintop mining,144 to land used for oil and gas operations,145 to use
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of agricultural or other land to grow bioenergy crops, to placing wind turbines on farm or ranchland,
each with differing degrees of disruption and other impacts.146 Another potential impact is induced
seismicity (i.e., earthquakes) caused by injecting water into the subsurface associated with oil and gas
extraction (hydraulic fracturing) or wastewater disposal, as well as geothermal energy operations.147

Responses to Environmental Challenges.
Responses to these environmental challenges include: planning and developing resilience to or adapting to the
changes underway; and mitigation to slow or stop further changes—for example, by reducing net emission
of pollutants into the air, water, and land; reducing emission of GHGs; reducing thermal discharges into
water bodies by reducing the need for powerplant cooling or through generators that don’t need cooling;
reducing water body disruptions by using run-of-river systems that don’t require reservoirs and reducing land
disruptions from mining or system siting; and others. For GHGs, with an emphasis here on CO2 because its
climate impact scales with cumulative emissions and climate change has global scope, these responses include
the following:


Mitigation. To constrain the increasingly serious impacts that will occur with continued release of
GHGs, the net anthropogenic emission of GHGs (particularly CO2) into the atmosphere must go to
zero; to control ocean acidification, the net anthropogenic emission of CO2 must go to zero. To do this
requires the deployment of energy supply technologies that either control emissions, such as through
carbon capture, utilization, and storage (CCS), or that do not release GHG emissions, such as nuclear or
renewable energy. Energy efficiency is important for reducing demand and thus reducing the required
build-out of clean energy supply systems (and to reduce costs for consumers, as efficiency is often the
lowest cost option). It is also important to significantly reduce fugitive emissions of methane from fossil
fuel extraction, transport, and use, as well as emissions of other GHGs such as N2O and methane from
agriculture and livestock, and refrigerants such as CFCs and HFCs. Increasing uptake of atmospheric
CO2 is also important, such as through reforestation. For the energy supplying or using technologies
themselves, changes in the materials used and their production processes, fabrication, and lifecycle
are also needed to reduce the associated GHG emissions, as well as other impacts (lifecycle emissions
are discussed in QTR chapter 10 and its Supplementary Information appendix, and in Technology
Assessment 6.L: Sustainable Manufacturing: Flow of Materials Through Industry).
Clean energy technologies available today can significantly reduce GHG emissions. Further RDD&D
– as detailed in the 2015 QTR Technology Assessments148 – can improve the cost and performance of
these and other energy supply, infrastructure, and end use technologies to accelerate and strengthen
their ability to ultimately end GHG emissions while improving the robustness and resilience of our
energy systems.



Resilience. Resilience and adaptation of energy systems and infrastructure are also needed for the
changes that are already underway and will continue. This includes identifying systems most at risk
to climate change—such as those that are highly vulnerable to temperature increases, water shortages,
severe storms, and/or sea level rise—and correspondingly strengthening their resilience or identifying
alternatives.149

Over the last several decades, significant progress has been made in reducing many forms of pollution in the
United States—impacting the atmosphere, water, and land—from energy-related activities. Energy-related
atmospheric emissions of conventional pollutants such as particulates, sulfur, and nitrogen compounds
have been reduced through improved fuels and combustion strategies, and by “end-of-pipe” (e.g., scrubbers,
catalytic converters) emissions controls. Additional progress has occurred by transitioning to cleaner fuels and
renewable resources. These successes indicate what can be accomplished with RDD&D and policy. Advanced
technologies can have a significant impact on the next generation of challenges, especially deep reductions in
GHG emissions. RDD&D to advance these technologies is the focus below.
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Research, Development, Demonstration, and Deployment Challenges
The levels of public RDD&D funding for energy technologies, any associated policies, and any other public
role to address the energy-linked challenges described above are informed by rigorous analysis. As investment
decisions are made, it is useful to consider issues associated with RDD&D, including: (a) capital stock inertia;
(b) RDD&D gestation times; and (c) public and private activities in RDD&D. These issues influence the type of
RDD&D that is done, the timeframe in which it is done, how it is done, the balance across the various elements
of RDD&D, and other considerations. These issues are examined below.

Capital Stock Inertia
The existing U.S. capital stock of buildings, factories, power plants, vehicles, and infrastructure will continue
to use conventional fuels and to emit pollution and GHGs over their lifetimes.150 This existing capital stock
thus embodies a large conventional energy and carbon commitment and will require long periods of time to
replace with new capital stock using clean energy technologies.151 The scale of change required can be usefully
visualized using a wedge framework (see QTR Chapter 10).152 Should a rapid response to the above security,
economic, or environmental challenges be needed, some portion of this capital stock might require retirement
before its economic (and technical) life is complete—thus resulting in a “stranded asset”. The number of assets
at risk of being stranded could grow over time as additional conventional technologies are installed with, for
example, their high levels of oil use, GHG emissions, or other problematic characteristics, thus locking these
factors in over the lifetime of the equipment. Studies have found that the most important factor in limiting
climate change, for example, is the reduction of emissions in the near term.153 Examination of these capital
stocks and their inertia identifies a number of RDD&D challenges.
Energy supply capital stock. The United States currently has about 1000 GW of power plants (net summer
capacity),154 with just over 19,000 electric generation facilities and many more small distributed facilities
providing power to the U.S.; about 142 petroleum refineries and almost 200 ethanol plants;155 and the associated
infrastructure of mines, wells, pipelines, railroads, powerlines, and more.156
End-use capital stock. In the U.S. in 2012 there were more than 5.6 million commercial buildings with a total
of 87 billion square feet of floor space;157 about 115 million residential households;158 about 350,000 industrial
facilities;159 and about 250 million light-duty vehicles,160 which traveled a total of almost 2.7 trillion miles that
year. The global vehicle fleet now stands at roughly 1 billion units with a projection of 2 billion by 2035.161
Typical lifetimes for several types of capital equipment are listed in Table 1. These range from 10-20 years
typical of building appliances, to 50-100 years or longer for many buildings, to perhaps hundreds of years
for urban form—many cities largely keep the same layout of buildings and streets over their history. These
lifetimes reflect the inertia of the existing system, with its associated security, economic, and environmental
impacts. Long lifetimes slow the transition to improved technologies, but at the same time, long lifetimes
reduce the turnover and loss of the energy embodied in the materials and manufacture of the building, plant,
or other capital stock.162 Thus, speeding replacement of capital stock with new technologies to improve energy
performance can carry a corresponding embodied energy cost for the new technology and retirement of the old
system that needs to be taken into consideration.
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Buildings. Given building
lifetimes of 50-100 years or
more, RDD&D on technologies
to retrofit existing buildings
Capital Stock
Approximate Lifetimes, Years
for much higher efficiency at
~ 15-20
Cars163
low cost will be important to
capture significant near- to
Building Appliances164
~ 10-20
mid-term energy savings
Industrial Equipment
~ 10-30+
and emissions benefits from
165
the existing building stock
Power Plants
~ 40-60
that would otherwise wait
Buildings166
~ 50-100+
decades before the existing
Urban Form
~ 100s
building stock was replaced
with new, more efficient
buildings. RDD&D on energy
technologies for new buildings is also very important, so that new buildings can be built for optimal efficiency
to start with and provide long lifetimes of savings. In contrast, the furnaces, appliances, and other equipment
within buildings will typically turn over in 10-20 years, so RDD&D on them can be focused on advancing new
equipment rather than retrofits. Electricity accounts for about 72% of building primary energy use (Figure 1.3a
of the QTR) and the associated challenges for electricity will be addressed below. Fuel use in buildings poses
particular challenges, however, as it would be quite expensive and logistically difficult to capture the emissions
from these small-scale and widely distributed fossil fuel systems. Yet these account for about 11% of total U.S.
energy-related CO2 emissions (Figure 1.7 of the QTR). RDD&D is therefore needed to identify ways to reduce
distributed use of fossil fuels in the buildings sector by using clean electricity or fuels with no associated on-site
CO2 emissions.
Table 1 Approximate lifetime ranges for various capital stocks in the United States.

Industry. In the industrial sector, the high manufacturing energy intensities of commodity materials (see
QTR Figure 6.1) encourages the introduction of new processes, plants, and equipment to capture energy
and emissions savings as well as productivity and performance benefits in the production process; retrofits
that can capture an appropriate share of these benefits are also of interest. However, replacing commodity
material production capital equipment is difficult given the low profit margins on commodity products. The
time required to build entirely new plants can also be long. RDD&D to develop clean processes or new, better
materials that also lower capital costs and increase productivity and performance are particularly important, as
is a shift from a linear economy to a circular economy where waste is minimized through reuse, remanufacture,
and recycling approaches that can dramatically reduce the energy requirements to manufacture commodities
and products.167 Industrial fuel use, accounting for 18% of U.S. energy-related CO2 emissions (Figure 1.7 of the
QTR), may be addressed for some large-scale plants with carbon capture, utilization, and storage technologies
(CCS—as described in the QTR Technology Assessment 4.D-Carbon Dioxide Capture for Natural Gas and
Industrial Applications), but it will likely be expensive and logistically difficult to apply CCS to small and
medium size plants. For these plants, RDD&D to reduce distributed use of fossil fuels is needed, such as by
electrifying currently fuel-based processes or by using fuels, such as hydrogen, with no on-site CO2 emissions,
and in both cases producing the electricity and fuel that is used with no net GHG emissions.
Transportation. For road transportation, the lifetime of vehicles of roughly 15-20 years means that the
vehicle stock in the U.S. will turn over a couple times by 2050, allowing the introduction of new generations
of technology, but also requiring substantial changes in the manufacturing system and supply chains to
produce them, and in the refueling/recharging and service infrastructures to sustain them—which also require
substantial time to change. For national energy security, use of petroleum products for transportation will
need to be sharply reduced—increased domestic production helps (Figure 1c), but still leaves the domestic
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transportation system subject to global oil markets and the associated risks of supply availability and price
volatility. Reducing oil use can also help address associated economic and air pollution challenges. The CO2
emissions from onboard transportation fuels cannot practically be captured and stored for disposal at a central
site.168 Therefore, RDD&D on systems that have no net carbon emissions over their entire energy production
and use lifecycle is needed, such as can potentially be provided by electric battery, hydrogen, or biomass-fueled
vehicles (QTR Chapter 8). Similar considerations apply to other parts of the transportation sector, including air,
rail, water, and pipelines.
Electric Power. For the power sector, as described in QTR Chapter 3, changes in supply and demand
technologies are changing fundamental characteristics of the electric power system and impacting system
reliability and performance. This motivates installation of new equipment that can better meet these new and
rapidly changing system requirements. RDD&D on, for example, new grid architectures, flexible and smart
systems, power flow controllers, and others can help address these challenges and could lead to substantial
system improvements.
Infrastructure. The energy infrastructure developed over the past century has been optimized around
today’s conventional technologies. New fuels and systems that are not adequately compatible with the existing
infrastructure, such as hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, will require new infrastructures for fuel production and
delivery, as well as new supply chains for equipment manufacture; others, such as for electric vehicles, will
require upgrading and expansion. This poses a “chicken-and-egg” dilemma: without a widely distributed fueling
infrastructure it is harder to convince potential vehicle purchasers to buy, and without sufficient vehicles it is
hard to pay for a large refueling infrastructure. This can impede technology introduction. Consumer preference
also plays a very large role in technology choice, with style, space, acceleration, and many other factors often
taking precedence over energy efficiency or GHG emissions. Together, all these factors pose barriers to
deployment of cleaner, more efficient vehicles and require particular attention.169
Stakeholders. Implementing new technologies faces the challenge of the number of actors that must be
engaged, ranging from over 600,000 firms involved in the construction industry, to 250,000 companies across
the manufacturing sector (with associated plants, above), to 17,000 firms across the supply chains for appliances
and vehicles.170 On the supply side, as indicated above, there are about 19,000 generation facilities, more than
3,000 electric utilities and cooperatives, and about 142 petroleum refineries and almost 200 ethanol plants. And,
of course, there are more than 300 million consumers in the U.S. whose preferences determine product choice
and impact upstream technology RDD&D.

RDD&D Gestation
As noted, advanced energy technologies becoming available today can significantly help address the energy
challenges described above (see, for example, Figure 2), but RDD&D is needed to further improve the cost and
performance of these and other energy technologies to accelerate, broaden, deepen, and strengthen their ability
to meet these challenges.
RDD&D can require substantial gestation time to significantly impact the energy sector, as described below. In
comparison, significant impacts from some of the security, economic, or environmental challenges identified
above also potentially become increasingly acute in the same time frame of the next several decades (see, for
example, Figures 4 and 5).171 This motivates the following two questions: (1) how long does RDD&D take; and
(2) how can RDD&D be accelerated?
RDD&D involves a number of interwoven steps requiring various amounts of time:172
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Decision to Invest. First, a decision to invest in a particular area of RDD&D is required, typically
requiring a minimum of a couple years (for public support), often longer.
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Research and Development (R&D). The R&D itself, particularly that with public support which
generally focuses on mid to longer term R&D, will typically require perhaps five years or more to do
and move to the next stage of work.
Demonstration Scale-up. Large-scale technologies, such as for centralized plant electricity generation
or fuels production, will typically need to be demonstrated at successively larger sizes to address scaleup challenges as it develops economies of scale.
Commercial Demonstration. For large-scale technologies, demonstration of a plant that can validate
performance at a commercial scale is needed.
Regulatory Issues. Regulatory issues, if any, also need to be addressed, such as for the environment,
health, and safety of the technology or for siting it. These issues need to be considered early and often
throughout the RDD&D process and may help guide early stages of the R&D itself.
Finance. Finance must be mobilized to build the first energy plants or for the technology production
facilities. Financial issues should also be considered early in the RDD&D process and may influence
aspects of the technology design.
Market Penetration. Finally, the new technologies must penetrate their respective markets and
gradually displace sales of the conventional technologies. Market deployment enables cost reductions by
economies of scale and learning, as described in QTR Section 1.4.4 on page 25. The results of RDD&D
and economies of scale and learning can be seen above in the technology cost reductions shown
in Figure 2; much more extensive reviews are provided elsewhere.173 In turn, these cost reductions
aid further market deployment. (For a discussion of the intersection of technology, economics, and
decision science as related to market penetration, see Section 10.2, pp.395-396, of the QTR.) Overall,
market penetration can take decades. For example, a detailed analysis by Plotkin, et al., found market
penetration times for major technology rollouts in the transportation sector of 23-33+ years after
market entry.174

The above steps are summarized in Table 2. These interwoven RDD&D activities face further challenges that
can slow progress, such as the “valley-of-death” in mobilizing financial support at various stages (see Sections
1.4.3 and 1.4.5 of the QTR).175 Energy price volatility can also pose challenges for RDD&D investments, with
higher energy prices encouraging RDD&D investment and lower energy prices reducing interest in and the
resources available for investment.
Table 2 Approximate Gestation Times for RDD&D.
RDD&D Activity

Timeframes (years)

Decision to Invest in RDD&D176

~ 2+

Research & Development177

~ 5-20+

Demonstration Scale-up of the Technology and System

~ 2-10+

Demonstration of the Commercial Production Model

~ 2-5+

Resolution of Regulatory Issues178

~ 0-5+

Financing Manufacturing Facilities for Equipment or Installed Energy Plant

~ 2-5+

Market Penetration179

~ 10-20+
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Together, even though some energy technologies are not subject to each of the above steps and some of the
above steps can and should be done in parallel, they can quickly add up into a decades-long process before
having a significant impact in a particular technology market. An example can be seen in Figure 2.c for onshore
wind, which has just begun to enter the electricity supply market at scale after 30+ years of RDD&D. The huge
scale of U.S. energy systems, embedded in virtually every aspect of the economy, means that to make substantial
changes also require large investments over these long periods.

Accelerating Action
The above discussion identifies the following:
1. The national energy-linked security, economic, and environmental challenges, especially from climate
change (e.g., see Figures 4 and 5), are likely to pose substantial and increasing costs over the next three
decades and motivate significant near-term action to transition to secure, economic, and clean energy
systems. The IPCC Assessment Reports 4 and 5 identified a reduction of 80-95% in GHG emissions
(carbon equivalent) in 2050 relative to 1990 for Annex I countries to meet a 450 ppmv CO2-eq target
to keep global temperature increases to less than 2°C [3.6°F].180 The United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change under the Paris Agreement181 states in Article 2.1.a, agreement to
“Holding the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels and
pursuing efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels, recognizing that this
would significantly reduce the risks and impacts of climate change.”182
2. The existing capital stock of buildings, industry, power, transportation, and their associated
infrastructure have long lifetimes (Table 1), however, and represent large commitments of pollution
and CO2 emissions, oil consumption, and/or other contributors to our national energy challenges. This
capital stock requires substantial time to reach its economic lifetime and be replaced, and thus will slow
the transition to clean energy systems, directly conflicting with the time pressures for action posed by
our energy-linked challenges.183
3. RDD&D to develop new clean energy technologies and significantly impact the market can require
decades (Table 2), which can slow the replacement of existing capital stock or new builds with these
improved clean energy technologies, thus conflicting with both our energy-linked challenges and the
need for new technologies as capital stock turns over.
Together, these three factors pose substantial challenges to the transition to secure, economic, and clean energy
technologies: climate change motivates significant near-term action, but capital stock turn-over and R&D can
take substantial time to do. These factors motivate developing mechanisms to accelerate the deployment of
secure, economic,184 clean energy technology available today, and to more rapidly conduct RDD&D of clean
energy systems. Opportunities for accelerating RDD&D include the following:
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Deployment. Significant clean energy technologies, such as shown in Figure 2, are entering the market.
Policy mechanisms can assist in more rapidly realizing economies of scale and accelerating learning-bydoing. Such technologies can make an important impact in the near to mid term.
System Integration. Throughout the QTR, the importance of energy system integration and the
notable transition from analog to increasingly digital systems is emphasized, from specific energy
technologies all the way to large-scale systems such as the electric grid. This increasing integration
and use of digital technologies (e.g., sensors, communications, control, computation, and software)
may improve performance and utilization of capital for a range of conditions more rapidly (e.g., by the
introduction of successive generations of more advanced software operating systems) and at a lower
cost than traditional approaches of building out expensive physical plant. The integration and use of
digital technologies can also improve the manufacturing of these clean energy technologies and the
competitiveness of companies using them.185
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Smaller Systems. Many of the advances today are in relatively small technologies, such as those shown
in Figure 2. A first advantage of these small systems is that they can be mass produced in factories,186
enabling economies of scale and learning for rapid cost reductions, rather than being site-built in
large central plants with less opportunity for such learning. Second, evolutionary advances in these
small technologies may be more rapidly implemented in production, rather than go through the steps
indicated in Table 2 that may be required for a substantially new large-scale technology system. Third,
implementation of these smaller systems may be closer to energy users, reducing the amount of long
lead-time large-scale infrastructure change required (but may increase smaller local infrastructure
changes required). The more rapid introduction, mass production, evolution, and implementation of
these smaller systems can potentially accelerate their widespread use and ability to respond to U.S. and
global energy challenges.
Computational RDD&D. As described in the QTR (see especially Technology Assessment 6.B
Advanced Materials Manufacturing), advanced computational capabilities are beginning to enable the
first principles computational design of materials, which can be combined with testing and validation
using high throughput combinatorial experiment and other techniques.187 This has the potential to
dramatically reduce the time to develop advanced materials. Advanced computational capabilities are
also becoming increasingly capable for technology design and system integration.188 Together, with
further development these have the potential to substantially accelerate the RDD&D process.

These can be supported by analysis—including improved metrics, data, analytical tools, and processes such as
technology roadmapping or portfolio analysis—to more effectively and efficiently target RDD&D activities, and
evaluate lessons learned (see QTR Chapter 10 “Concepts in Integrated Analysis” and Chapter 10 Supplemental
Information, “Additional Information on Concepts in Integrated Analysis”). It is also important to broaden the
scope of analysis to include the full lifecycle of integrated systems and identify the full range of materials and
energy inputs and outputs through the entire lifecycle of the technology and the capital stock.

Public and Private RDD&D
Private investment in energy science and technology RDD&D faces substantial challenges, including the
following:
1. Long Time Frames for RDD&D. Directed basic research189 and early applied R&D can require as
much as a decade or more before demonstration of a new technology begins. This is too long for most
private companies or investors to support without a return on investment, especially smaller innovative
companies.
2. Appropriability. Once a technology is demonstrated to be viable, it is much easier for a competitor to
copy it or find alternative approaches to achieve the same thing. This can sharply reduce the financial
return for the innovator. Standard intellectual property protections may not always be sufficient to
protect these interests, particularly in international markets.
3. Risk. Energy RDD&D activities face many risks, including technical, managerial, financial, market,
regulatory, and policy risks; these can pose substantial challenges for companies and investors.
4. Capital Cost and Returns. Capital costs for new energy supply and end use technologies are generally
higher per unit than their conventional competitors due to the cost of the performance advantages they
offer and because they are just starting down the learning curve (new technologies may need many
years to decades to capture economies of scale and learning to lower their costs and be competitive).
However, energy technologies typically produce or save low margin commodity fuels or power,
resulting in long time frames before they earn a return. Further, purchasers are generally wary of
high capital costs, and this sensitivity is increased for a relatively new technology which may have
performance risk due to immaturity. This sensitivity to capital cost is compounded in many cases
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by structural disconnects, such as between an owner and a renter—the owner would have to pay the
higher capital costs of the improved technology but the renter would benefit from the reduced energy
and operating costs.190 Finally, some technologies require multi-hundred million to billion dollar
investments for a single energy supply plant, such as for large-scale electricity generation or fuels
production. Similarly large investments may be required for a manufacturing facility to produce a new
energy technology. A sufficiently strong company may be able to make or mobilize such investments,
but this is often not the case, with the result that promising technologies face substantial challenges in
accessing needed capital.
5. Infrastructure. The existing energy infrastructure has developed around incumbent fuels and
technologies over the past century. New technologies requiring new infrastructures can face the
“chicken-and-egg” challenge noted above. Vehicle purchasers want confidence that they will have ready
access to fueling stations and will often hesitate in purchasing a vehicle that does not have such support;
but without a large base of vehicles using such infrastructure, it is difficult to purchase and maintain this
refueling capacity. Similarly, the conventional infrastructure of manufacturing facilities, supply chain
networks, operations and maintenance facilities, trained manpower, and other important elements have
developed over many decades, and innovative technologies with different requirements then face their
own “chicken-and-egg” challenges.
Most new technologies face elements of these challenges, but they are often more acute for energy technologies.
For example, capital costs for new energy supply technologies are often very high and must be amortized over
many years, but returns for the commodity fuels or power services they provide are generally low, resulting
in long payback periods. These factors can reduce private returns. In addition, there are few high value
market niches in energy to enable early investment, in contrast to semiconductors, information technology,
or biotechnology where advanced technologies are readily introduced into high-value markets. Similar
problems face new energy efficient end-use technologies, which may have significantly higher costs than their
conventional lower efficiency counterparts, in order to save low cost commodity fuels or power. For both
energy supply and end-use technologies, this limits early deployment and the opportunity to begin driving
costs for new energy technologies down the learning curve, which ultimately requires substantial deployment
over time (see Figure 2 and QTR Figure 1.9). The result is a low level of R&D investment in energy compared
to other important sectors, as shown in QTR Figure 1.8(a). Corporate investments in clean energy R&D have
remained roughly in the range of $3 billion to about $3.8 billion from 2006-2014; venture capital (VC) funding
has generally declined from its peak (in dollars) in 2008 (QTR Figure 1.8(b)).191 A review of the VC industry
experience in clean energy technologies from 2006-2011 found that the overall returns were poor, and that
other financial structures may be better suited to the clean energy industry.192
Although private investment in energy RDD&D may be low, there can be very substantial public returns for
energy technology RDD&D. The following identify some of the public returns and challenges for RDD&D
investment.
6. Public Returns. Numerous studies have found that public returns on R&D investment are much larger
than private returns, dating back to Solow’s work in 1957 and numerous studies since.193 This has been
often highlighted for basic research,194 but can also be the case for applied RDD&D. For example,
a retrospective analysis by the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine found
returns of about 20 to 1 for public investment in energy efficiency RDD&D for the portfolio of work
they examined.195 Subsequent analyses across a wide range of energy RDD&D investments have also
generally found large returns.196 The 31 new or updated appliance standards (substantially enabled by
RDD&D) put in place from 2009 to 2015 are projected to cumulatively save by 2030 over $500 billion
for consumers, 39 quads of energy, and 3 billion metric tons of CO2 emissions.197
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7. Research Capability Costs. Advanced research capabilities, such as synchrotron light sources or
spallation neutron sources, and supporting expertise are too expensive for private sector development,
and these capabilities would not be available without public support. Examples are described in QTR
Chapter 9 where user facilities have been developed for these and other advanced research capabilities.
8. Externality Costs: Conventional energy technologies typically address only part of the environmental,
security, and other costs that they cause,198 with the public incurring substantial additional costs, such
as health costs from air pollution. That conventional energy technologies don’t pay for all the costs
that they impose on the public reduces the price of energy from them and thus undercuts the market
viability of advanced energy technologies that could help address these challenges. These costs are
known as externalities and are recognized as a fundamental market failure.199
a. Externalities—Environmental: Advanced energy technologies can reduce the environmental
impacts caused by pollution of air, land, and water, and GHGs. As noted above and in the cited
literature, pollution imposes substantial costs. Further, the benefits to public health from reducing
emissions of conventional air pollutants associated with GHG emissions can offset much of the cost
of controlling the GHGs themselves for a range of conditions.200
b. Externalities—Security: Global oil supplies have been a particular concern for energy security
in the past, and the oil supply system often does not function as a normal market because of the
power of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC). However, RDD&D in energy
efficiency and supply technologies for oil, together with policy, are substantially constraining U.S.
oil imports (Figure 1.c) and are currently helping control the market power of OPEC, contributing
to recent oil price reductions. This provides a substantial public benefit even as the oil industry has
to adjust to the much lower prices.
c. Externalities—Services: Energy systems must reliably provide essential services; these are the
foundation of the modern economy with large public benefits. Important aspects of the reliability of
these energy services are covered, for example, by state regulatory compacts in the electricity sector,
but others may not be or are insufficient. Adversely, risks (or perceived risks) that new technologies
may raise for reliability may slow development and adoption of important new technologies.
9. Information Access: There can be substantial differences in public and private access to information
about energy impacts and energy technologies and a corresponding public need for information. Public
RDD&D and information dissemination can assist this.
10. Market Failures and Friction: Many market failures and frictions have been documented in the energy
sector, particularly for energy efficiency, resulting in substantially lower levels of investment in energy
efficiency technologies than economically appropriate. These include: (a) split incentives between the
purchaser of equipment and the payer of the energy bill, as noted above; (b) frequent lack of energy
metering by location (e.g., multiple users with a single meter) or by time, impeding knowledge of
energy costs; (c) high personal transaction costs for low levels of savings by individual devices; and
others. The costs of conventional fuels and risks of cost increases are often largely passed through to
consumers by utilities, reducing the incentive for utilities to invest in energy technologies that use
nuclear energy or renewables that have lower or no fuel cost, respectively.
The high public returns for RDD&D, externality costs, information needs, market failures and friction,
and other factors,201 and the observed high returns found in retrospective studies of energy RDD&D raise
important considerations for policy maker decisions about RDD&D. A discussion of some of the modalities for
conducting RDD&D can be found in QTR Chapter 9 Supplemental “A Comparison of Research Center Funding
Modalities”, and other key aspects of public RDD&D on energy technologies can be found in the DOE Science
and Energy Plan.202
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Acronyms
AEO

Annual Eneregy Outlook (of the U.S. Energy Information Administration)

AER

Annual Energy Review (of the U.S. Energy Information Administration)

BC

Black Carbon

BEV

Battery Electric Vehicle

°C

Centigrade Degrees

C3

A plant that uses a particular photosynthetic pathway to fix carbon atoms
from CO2.

CAFE

Corporate Automobile Fuel Economy

CH4

Methane

CO

Carbon Monoxide

CO2

Carbon Dioxide

EIA

U.S. Energy Information Administration

EV

Electric Vehicle

°F

Fahrenheit Degrees

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

GHG

Greenhouse Gas

GMSL

Global Mean Sea Level

GT

Gigatonnes (billion metric tonnes)

IEA

International Energy Agency

IPCC

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (of the United Nations)

AR

Assessment Report (of the IPCC)

WG

Working Group (of the Assessment by the IPCC)

LBNL

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

LED

Light Emitting Diode

LPG

Liquefied Petroleum Gas

m

Meter

MMBbl/d

Million Barrels per day

N2O

Nitrous Oxide

NH3

Ammonia

NOx

Nitrogen Oxides
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NRC

National Research Council (of the National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine)

NREL

National Renewable Energy Laboratory

OECD

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development

OPEC

Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries

PAH

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon

PEV

Plug-in Electric Vehicle

pH

A logarithmic scale used to measure the acidity or alkalinity of a solution:
less than 7 is acidic, more than 7 is alkaline.

PM

Particulate Matter. PM2.5 is particulate matter with a size range around 2.5
microns or less.

ppmv

Parts per million by volume

PV

Photovoltaic

DPV

Distributed photovoltaic, such as the solar panels used on residential
rooftops

UPV

Utility photovoltaic

QER

Quadrennial Energy Review

QTR

Quadrennial Technology Review 2015

RDD&D

Research, Development, Demonstration, and Deployment

SOx

Sulfur Oxide

UNEP

United Nations Environment Programme

VC

Venture Capital

VOC

Volatile Organic Compound
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